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In an earlier paper the author has estabued two theorems on. generalized hypergeometric functions. In each 
theorem a numerator differs from a denominator by a positive integer. These theorema were further used to prove 
some theorems on the sums of Kamp6 de F6riet function. Here, we have established the theorems which are the 
basia analogues of the theorems proved in the earlier paper. 
5 
The author' has established two theorems on the sums of generalized hypergeometric functions. In 
the fish theorem, a i+lPj+l, in which a numerator parameter exceeds a denominator one by a positive 
integer, say m, has been expressed as the sum of m+l iFj's. In the second theorem a i+lEj.+l, in which a 
denominator parameter exceeds a numxator parameter by a positive integer, say n, has been expressed 
as the sum of n+l  i+,?'+,'s. The two theorems were further employed to establish some theorems on the 
sums of hypergeometric functions of two variables. The aim of the preeent paper is to givethe basic 
analogues of the theorems established earlier. 
Assuming ! 4 1 < 1, and n, a positive integer, let 
where zlrz =l+2+.  . . . +n. 
. The generalized basic hypergeometric functions of one and two variables have been d~fined as 
.< 
where 1 x ( + 1 y 1 < 1. Here and in what follows stands for the preduct [p$],. , .. am 
denotes the set of parameters a,, aa, . . . . . , am. The colon (:) and semicolon (;) separate the terms of 
the type [agIp+, and [bhIP, [ B H ] ~  on the left of (4). 
If n is a positive integer, then by a q-binomial coefficient we mean 
Clearly 
The author2 has recently given a oontiguous relation 
1 -a  1-bq-l I 1 - a  0 (ai, a; bj, b; x) =  @ (ai, ap; bj, b; 3;) - l-bq-1 [T---by-1 a bq-l @ (a;, a; bj, b-1; 2) (9 
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l'hm9 : 
Theorems to be established are : 
- 
i+i@j+i (ai q', a; bj q'; 9' -; 8) 
Proof: 
We shall prove the above theorems by induction on n. We have 
- - "I.ill(a3 i&j ((& q; bj q; 2) 
= &j (a,; bj; X) + 
n[bjll [a], 
, 
Thue (9) holds for n= 1. ~ e t  us assumethat it holds for n=m. Further - - 
Now wing the result (9) for n = m, thia becomes 
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The result (9) now follows from (6) and (T). 
That formula (10) holds for n=l, can easily be proved. Let us assume that it holds for n=m. Also (8) 
yields \ 
* 
, Now using the assumption that (10) holds for n=m, we see that the right hand side ofill), on using the 
surmmtion notation, becomes % 
m-1 n[a$]~ ( - - a ~ ) h  q - A [ ~ l - ( ~ - l ) ~ a l  
= 2 [ A-I] n[bjI A i+l@j+, [ai qA, a; bj qX: aph; XI- 
h e  1 
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Here we have changed X to A- 1 in the second expression). 
Substituting (l l) ,  using (10) for n = rn again on the left hand side and using the result's (6) and (7) we see 
that the theorem holds for n=m+ 1. This completes the proof of (10). 
Remark.-If in a form i@j ,  k of the numerator pqrameters exceed k of the denominator parameters by 
positive integers, say nt (t=l, 2,. . . . , k), the form i@k can be expressed as the total sum of (nl+l) (n,+1) 
. . . . (na+l) i-k@j-0. 
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We shall establish the following theorems on the sums of basic hypergeometric functions of two vari- 
ables : 1 
-- 
0 \ , 
! 
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n n-p 
= 7 y [ [I 1 [n;p 1 , n[ag1n++ q [ b h h  ~ [ B H I ~  abf  @lXxp -__ . 
/ .  CL n [ a i ] h  + p  n [ c k I P  n [ C K ] h  [ a b - k ~  
p=o X=O 
a g q ~ + r :  b h q p : B ~ q ~ ;  
. . q n ~ h ( A - l ) + p ( p - l )  Q) (15) 
a l q A + r :  c i c q p ; C ~ p A  
ag : bh; aqm; BH, Aq--n; 
a z :  c&, a;; C K ,  A; 
Proof: 
On writing the value of left hand side of (12) as in (3), we have 
Using (9) and (3), (12) follows immediately. 
Other results also follow from the similar manupulations. 
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